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Abstract
A Trend Analysis of Deposition of Nitrogen and Sulphur in Sweden over 1990-2013
Ulrica Sievert

This study has aimed at obtaining new knowledge in trends of deposition of sulphur and nitrogen in
Sweden over the period 1990-2013. Analyses were made using The Multi-scale Atmospheric Trans-
port and Chemistry (MATCH) model, developed by SMHI, and measurements of bulk wet deposition
collected from 394 measurement sites distributed in Sweden. Besides the trend analysis, a comparison
between the observations and MATCH was done in order to evaluate the model performance on smaller
geographical scale. It was also possible to use different simulations performed by MATCH in order to
determine contributors to the trends in deposition.

Results revealed that trends in deposition of oxidised sulphur and oxidised nitrogen are significantly
declining. In south-western, south-eastern and northern Sweden the observed (modelled) wet deposition
of oxidised sulphur has decreased by -2.1 (-2.9), -2.5 (-2.9) and -2.4 (-3.0) % yr−1 respectively and for
oxidised nitrogen -0.8 (-1.3), -1.1 (-1.3) and -0.9 (-1.6) % yr−1. This means that the trends estimated by
MATCH are declining more than the measurements. The linear trends in deposition of reduced nitrogen
were also declining, although not significant in two of the cases. South-West, South-East and North had
the observed (simulated by MATCH) trends: -0.3 (-0.6), -0.8 (-0.6) and -0.8 (-1.6) % yr−1 respectively.
It could also be shown that the largest bias (mean error) between MATCH results and observed data in
wet deposition was found in south-western Sweden, which was the case for all the compounds oxidised
sulphur and reduced and oxidised nitrogen and among them reduced nitrogen had the largest deviation,
with a bias of -358 mg. This means that the model resulted in smaller wet deposition of reduced nitrogen,
21.8 % of the observed mean 1990-2013.

Different contributors to the trends were investigated and the results revealed that the decrease in Eu-
ropean emissions has been most substantial for declining deposition. It was also shown that interannual
variations in meteorology has a small but significant impact. For all the compounds oxidised sulphur and
reduced and oxidised nitrogen MATCH revealed that their respective declining trends in wet deposition
has in fact been decelerated by meteorological variations. This means that if there were no interannual
meteorological variations the trends would decline even more.

Key words: wet deposition, dry deposition, reduced nitrogen, oxidised nitrogen, oxidised sulphur, acid-
ification, eutrophication, precipitation, Svante Odén, long range transport, MATCH
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Populärvetenskaplig sammanfattning
En trendanalys av svavel- och kvävedeposition i Sverige för perioden 1990-2013
Ulrica Sievert

Deposition är ett meteorologiskt begrepp som beskriver en process där gaser och partiklar i atmosfären
faller ned på markytan via turbulent transport eller nederbörd. I Sverige är jordlagret tunt och därmed
känsligt för försurning, det är känt att deposition av både svavel och kväveföreningar kan bidra till för-
surning och kväveföreningar kan bidra till övergödning av miljön. Utsläpp av svavel och kväve bidrar till
ökad deposition som kan bidra till förstörelse av ekosystem, typiska exempel är skogar som dött p.g.a.
försurning och algblomningen i Östersjön orsakat av övergödning. Svante Odén var en svensk forskare
som för mer än 50 år sedan hävdade att de sura regnen i Sverige var orsakade av långväga transporter
av luftföroreningar. Det stod klart att det behövs internationella samarbeten för att ta itu med problemen
försurning och övergödning. Det har därefter pågått arbeten för att minska utsläpp av föroreningar i
Europa med förhoppningen att det ska leda till en nedåtgående trend av nedfall av kväve och svavel och
ett exempel är Göteborgsprotokollet som trädde i kraft 2005 där länder tilldelades utsläppstak som skulle
nås till 2010.

Den här studien gjordes i syftet att kartlägga och utvärdera hur trenderna i deposition av svavel och
kväve har sett ut för perioden 1990-2013. Till förfogande fanns modellresultat från SMHI:s atmosfäriska
kemiska transportmodell MATCH och dessa har kunnat jämföras med mätningar av våtdeposition, vilket
är deposition orsakat av nederbörd, runtom i Sverige. Genom olika modell-simuleringar från MATCH
har det också varit möjligt att studera vilka de bidragande faktorerna till eventuella trender har varit.

Resultaten visade att depositionen har varit nedåtgående i hela Sverige för oxiderat svavel och ox-
iderat kväve. Detta kan till stor del kopplas till de utsläppsminskningar som har skett i Europa, vilket
kunde visas med hjälp av MATCH. Dock var trenderna för deposition av reducerat kväve mer osäker och
utsläppen av reducerat kväve i formen ammoniak har inte varit lika nedåtgående som för svavelutsläpp.
År 2010 var det 6 länder som överskred utsläppstaken för ammoniak. Ammoniak är en luftförorening
som framförallt släpps ut från jordbrukshantering. Detta innebär alltså att det krävs fortsatt arbete för att
minska nedall av reducerat kväve.

I jämförelsen mellan mätningar och modellresultat visade det sig att resultaten skiljer sig och deposi-
tionen beräknat med MATCH är lägre än den uppmätta datan. Skillnaderna var som störst för sydvästra
Sverige och mindre för norra Sverige, speciellt svårt var det för modellen att simulera våtdeposition av
reducerat kväve. Studien visar alltså att det finns potential för MATCH att förbättras.

Nyckelord: torrdeposition, våtdeposition, deposition, reducerat kväve, oxiderat kväve, oxiderat svavel,
försurning, övergödning, nederbörd, Svante Odén, MATCH, långvägstransport
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1 Introduction

Fennoscandia is the northern peninsula in Europe and encircles Norway, Sweden, Finland and a part

of Russia. The terrain in this region is unique regarding the characteristics of the soil, which is thin

compared to the rest of Europe. Biodiversity of ecosystems in Sweden are vulnerable for acidification

since the soil layer thickness is small and it is well-known that anthropogenic emissions are a contributor.

More than 50 years ago, the Swedish scientist Svante Odén argued that pollutions that caused acid rains

in Sweden could originate from elsewhere (IVL 2017). Problems related to acid rain were observed

and connected to human activities and it became obvious not only that anthropogenic emissions affect

the environment in a negative way, but also that a big part of the pollutions that are depositing on the

ground have been transported from sources outside Sweden. This statement made countries realize that

the problem of environmental destruction must be taken care of with help of international collaboration

and joint responsibility. The collaboration was successful and in 1979 the United Nations Economic

Commission for Europe (UNECE) imposed the Convention on Long-Range Transboundary Air Pollution

(CLRTAP) since acidification had been a fatal problem during the 1970s. (IVL 2017)

Sweden started to have problems with acidification during the 1970s-80s which lead to disturbed

balance in ecosystems and thus a significant number of forests and lakes received problems due to acidi-

fication. Actions were necessary and international collaborations had a positive effect on emission trends

and especially emissions of sulphur have declined in Europe (with approximately 90% since 1980 IVL

(2017)). This and lime treatments at the cost of 4 billion swedish crowns (≈ 400 million e) over 1983-

2008 (Swedish Environmental Protection Agency (Naturvårdsverket) 2010) have led to a restoration of

the pH-value in the Swedish water bodies, such as lakes and ground water, but the pace of the recovery

of ecosystems is uncertain. According to Swedish Environmental Protection Agency (Naturvårdsverket)

(2018) 17% of the lakes in Sweden were acid in 1990 and 10% in 2010. There is on the other hand no sig-

nificant recovery of acid forests and from 1995 to 2005 the ratio of forests with a significant acidity from

40 to 60% (Swedish Environmental Protection Agency (Naturvårdsverket) 2017a). Although this is not

only due to deposition but also an increased tree felling activity. Acidification is not the only problem,

nature can also suffer from eutrophication caused by deposition of nitrogen compounds. Farmers use

eutrophying preparations which are nutrient for vegetation. This will increase the growth of crops, but

the biodiversity in natural ecosystems may not be affected in a good way. Eutrophication in an ecosys-

tem will lead to growth of some components whereas other will be supplanted. A typical example is the

Baltic sea where algal blooms have increased, partly due to emissions of eutrophying nitrogen and have

thus affected the biodiversity in a negative way. According to HELCOM (2018) the nitrogen input to the

Baltic Sea, that originates from atmospheric deposition, corresponded in 2010 to 218,600 tonnes, which
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is 22% of the total input of 977.000 tonnes. The remaining 78% originates from waterborne nitrogen

from run-offs.

According to Fowler et al. (2007) the European emissions of reduced and oxidized nitrogen have

decreased by 20 and 40% respectively from year 1980 to 2000 and this has led to the same reduction in

deposition of reduced and oxidised nitrogen. In their study, they divided a domain constraining Europe

into five zones. The purpose was to point out differences between areas that correspond to large scale

emissions and areas that have relatively small sources. It could be seen that reduction in emissions mostly

affected trends close to the sources while the other areas did not have the same declining trend. Fowler

et al. (2007) also argued that since the atmospheric concentration of SO2 has decreased in Europe, so has

the surface resistance which affects the deposition velocity of SO2. This means that non-linearities arise

when it comes to study the changes in deposition caused by emission reduction. The change in resistance

will decelerate the effect of decreased emissions of SO2.

Sweden implemented 16 national goals related to reaching an improved environmental quality in

April 1999. Two of these were elaborated with the thought of acidification and eutrophication problems

in Sweden. The names of the goals are No Eutrophication (Swedish ”Ingen övergödning”) and Only Nat-

ural Acidification (Swedish: ”Bara naturlig försurning”) and the first one means that the anthropogenic

emissions that lead to deposition of eutrophying compounds should not have an impact that can damage

the ecosystems both in land areas and waterbodies. The second goal is similar with the first in the mean-

ing that emissions (in this case acid compounds) shall not exceed the critical loads of ecosystems and

additionally pipelines and other technical materials shall not corrode as caused by an acid environment

(Swedish Environmental Protection Agency (Naturvårdsverket) 2017b).

In order to understand the response of ecosystems related to rate of change of deposition, it is of great

interest to use modelling as a tool to study the behaviour of biodiversity in nature. Such a model is fully

dependent on a correct input of atmospheric deposition, which is the flux of chemical compounds from

the atmosphere down to ground. This process can occur via dry or wet deposition, the first one happens as

pollutants are deposited by turbulent transport whereas wet deposition is the process where compounds

get entrapped by precipitation. When it comes to evaluating the wet deposition, the wet deposited mass

of compounds or the mean concentration in precipitation can be investigated. Depending on area of

application one of them may be more interesting to investigate, the wet deposited mass is essential as

an input for modelling of ecosystems whereas the concentration in precipitation is an indicator of how

polluted the rain/snow/hail etc has been.

The Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological Institute (SMHI) has in collaboration with the Swedish

Environmental Protection Agency (Naturvårdsverket) started a project focusing on mapping of high spa-

tial resolution of dry and wet deposition in a long-time series. The project includes creating a mapping
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of deposition of oxidised nitrogen and sulphur and reduced nitrogen with the help of reanalysis, which

is a method often used in meteorological occasions where new data sets are produced based on both

observations and a model simulation. One great advantage with reanalysis is to receive a data set with

full coverage in space and time, which is not possible with only observations. Today, there are already

available reanalysis data, but the methods have changed over the years and therefore analysis of long

time series of deposition can lead to artificial trends.

Studying a multi-decadal period that will start from a point when the emissions have reached a

maximum and from this evaluate what has happened to the deposition was thought to be interesting.

Schöpp et al. (2003) has earlier presented long time series of emissions in Europe over 1880-2030, they

concluded that emissions of sulphur dioxide (SO2), nitrogen oxides (NOx) and ammonia (NH3) had a

maximum between 1980-1990. Especially SO2 emissions have changed from rather small during the

investigated starting year in 1880 (≈8 M· tonne / year ) to a maximum of more than approximately 62

M· tonne / year, which is an increase of 775%. In a comparison with NH3 the variations are small, with a

minimum 1880 is about 5 M· tonne / year and maximum around 10 M· tonne / year. The emissions have

been almost constant for NH3 since the end of the 1990s.

This master’s thesis was made as a complement to the above described project, without focusing on

the reanalysis. Instead, the goal has been to obtain knowledge of what the trends in deposition of oxi-

dised sulphur and nitrogen and reduced nitrogen in Sweden look like, since these chemical compounds

have a major impact on acidification and eutrophication in nature. Another purpose has been to evaluate

the ability of a version of the Multi-scale Atmospheric Transport and Chemistry (MATCH) in simulating

wet deposition by comparing the results from one multi-decadal simulation over 1990-2013, which has

earlier been used in Andersson, Alpfjord, et al. (2017), with observations. This is of great importance

since the MATCH simulation will be used as a background field for the reanalysis data. Observations of

deposition are of great importance since it is the only way to verify model results. In fact, Sweden is a

suitable area for studies focusing on validation of calculated deposition from chemical transport models,

since there is a relatively large number of geographically distributed observations of great quality and

this was recently pointed out in the study made by Engardt, Simpson, et al. (2017). They compared

measurements of concentration of oxidised sulphur (SOXS), oxidised nitrogen (NOYN ) and reduced

nitrogen (NHXN ) in precipitation with a MATCH and the European Monitoring and Evaluation Pro-

gramme (EMEP) simulation. They used data from a number of sites distributed in Europe including the

the European Air Chemistry Network (EACN) and EMEP stations in Sweden. In the comparison of an-

nual mean concentration in precipitation of NOYN , NHXN and SOXS between observations, MATCH

and EMEP results for two periods were regarded, 1958-66 and 1983-90. It was shown that most of the

MATCH results for SOXS in precipitation were overestimated compared to observations over 1958-66.
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It became clear that their version of MATCH underestimates (overestimates) the small (large) concen-

trations of SOXS over 1958-66 in Europe. For the other compounds NOYN and NHXN there is no clear

pattern regarding under and overestimation from their version of MATCH.

The aim of this study was to answer four scientific questions as a method of approaching this problem,

these are:

• What are the trends in deposition of sulphur and nitrogen in Sweden for the period 1990-2013?

• If there are trends, do they correspond to the trends in emissions from Sweden and Europe?

• How well do the results simulated by MATCH agree with observations of wet deposition?

• Which factors have most effect on the trends?

Results from observations and four model simulations were available and have been used. The obser-

vations consist of a network with precipitation collectors, which measures the concentration of different

compounds such as oxidised sulphur and reduced and oxidised nitrogen. Wet deposition is then deter-

mined from the product between precipitation amount and concentration of oxidised sulphur and reduced

and oxidised nitrogen in the precipitation. Precipitation data corresponding to the observations sites were

also available based on interpolated calculations from SMHI:s measurement sites of precipitation.

2 Theory

2.1 The Multi-scale Atmospheric Transport and Chemistry - MATCH

MATCH is a Eularian atmospheric dispersion model developed by SMHI and was implemented to de-

scribe the state of different pollutions and how they evolve in space and time. The model describes

emissions, advection, turbulent mixing, chemical reactions and dry and wet deposition for which it has

different modules controlling these. It can be used on different geographical scales depending on field of

application, from urban to global (SMHI 2017b).

A summary of the numerical scheme determining the mixing ratio of pollutions in each grid cell is

given below. Further details can be found in the work of Andersson, Langner, et al. (2007). The state

of the atmospheric concentration is substantial for the deposition rate and the mixing ratio of a chemical

compound per grid cell is being calculated depending on:

• ACH - Chemical reactions

• AT - Turbulent mixing
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• AQ - Emissions

• AU / AV / AW - Advection by the mean wind flow in u, v and w-direction

• AD - Dry and wet deposition

Where A describes coefficients acting as sources or sinks affecting the mixing ratio µ of a chemical

compound per grid cell. Examples of sources of pollutions are emissions occurring inside the grid

cell and advection from adjacent grid cells, whereas examples of sinks are advection that is directed

from the grid cell and wet deposition, which typically occurs when polluted clouds rain out or when

precipitation falls through non-pure air and the pollutants get entrapped by the rain drops or snow flakes,

these processes are called rain and washout respectively. The mixing ratio will reform in the next time

step, depending on the different A-coefficients, and this is easily described by:

µ∗ = µt +AQ (1)

µt+∆t = ACH(AU +AV +AW )ADATµ
∗ (2)

Where µt+∆t denotes the mixing ratio in the next time step and µ∗ describes how emissions affect

the mixing ratio before ACH , AU /AV /AW , AT and AD acts on it. This numerical scheme is a way

of describing the reality where the atmospheric concentration really depends on meteorology, chemical

reactions, emissions and deposition.

It is the determination of AD that will affect the amount of wet and dry deposition, which are the

investigation variables. But it is also crucial that µ has the correct value in each grid box and AD

has the role to reduce the mixing ratio by a factor, since deposition acts as a sink on the atmospheric

concentration. The effectiveness of dry and wet deposition will in its turn depend on land type and

precipitation amount respectively. Different surface types will affect the deposition velocity for aerosols

and gases, this is specific for each compound and thus it becomes important for the model to capture the

fraction coverage of a specific terrain. Some land types are more receptable for dry deposition and there

are four different types of surfaces described in MATCH: water, low vegetation, forest and no vegetation

(glaciers and deserts are examples). Water and no vegetation usually have the highest resistance, which is

a measure of how receptive a surface is for deposition, whereas forest and low vegetation have the lowest

and the resistance for land types also depend on season. This means that forests and low vegetation

areas easier receives pollutants from dry deposition compared to water and no vegetation. More details

can be found in the work of Andersson, Langner, et al. (2007). Except for land type, dry deposition

is also affected by surface resistance, atmospheric stability and turbulence. It should be mentioned that

it is complicated to describe dry deposition in modelling and moreover it is also a challenge to validate
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simulation results since dry deposition is complicated to measure and there is few observed data available.

An incorrect description of dry deposition will lead to wrong numbers in atmospheric concentration thus

will also the determination of wet deposition be affected.

When it comes to describe the wet deposition the effectiveness of the rain and washout processes

must be described, meaning that the polluted air will not necessarily become fully cleaned caused by

precipitation within a grid box. Therefore the wet scavenging coefficient Λ is used to determine the

ratio of the concentration of pollutions that will be wet deposited. More information can be found in

Andersson, Langner, et al. (2007) and they point out that Λ vary with different chemical compounds

and some of these have constant Λ. Exceptions are SO2, O3 (ozone) and H2O2 (hydrogen peroxide)

which have varying scavenging coefficient depending on precipitation intensity. Note that once SO2 is

entrapped by cloud droplets or rain drops it will be converted into SO4 or H2SO4, which is described in

section 2.3.

It should be remembered that when it comes to modelling there are many challenges. One example

is parameterisation of convective clouds, which are necessary since the scale of the grid boxes are often

larger than the size of these clouds. This means that the model will handle small clouds within a grid box

as a fraction of the grid box that is covered by clouds. In reality when convective precipitation occurs the

polluted air below the cloud will be washed-out and thus become ”clean”. But the surrounding air will

still have the same concentration and in reality there is no mixture of the clean and polluted air taking

place immediately after the rain out. Although, this is how the model will describe the case. MATCH will

describe the polluted air as a mean mixing ratio in the whole box and if a fraction of the box is covered by

rain clouds the wash out will be described as taking place all over the grid area. This difference between

reality and parameterisation can lead to an underestimated wash out description. Higher concentrations

from the measurements may be connected to this phenomenon and has earlier been argued to be a source

of error.

MATCH has also made simplifications in the pH values of cloud droplets and dry deposition ve-

locities in opposite to another common used chemical transport model developed by EMEP (Engardt &

Langner 2013). In this MATCH version the pH is set to a constant in the whole MATCH-domain and the

dry deposition velocity, which has seasonal variations, has no interannual variations.

2.2 Emissions

The emissions can be either anthropogenic or natural. As described earlier the national goal in Swe-

den is to achieve only natural acidification by 2020, which then demands no sources of anthropogenic

emissions of acid pollutions contributing to deposition in Sweden. It is fully necessary to have well-

described emissions in each grid cell and EMEP has developed a network that operates on a 50x50 km
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grid and describe both anthropogenic and natural emissions in different so called Source Nomenclature

of Air Pollutants (SNAP)-sectors. This network is fully dependent on that countries report their correct

emissions which can be a demanding task.

The first international collaboration that regarded air pollution in the context of being a fatal prob-

lem that threatens the environment was the Convention on Long-Range Transboundary Air Pollution

(CLRTAP). This was adopted 1979 by members of United Nations Economic Commission for Europe

(UNECE) in purpose of reducing the pollutions. Another purpose was to achieve an emission inventory

and today members of this convention must report their respective nation’s total emissions and in this

way it will be easier to organize new emission goals that can be specific for each nation. Another benefit

is to achieve accurate input data of emissions in modelling of atmospheric concentration and deposition

of pollutions (CEIP 2017b).

The European Monitoring and Evaluation Programme (EMEP) is a network that helps LRTAP with

provision of scientific information as emission inventories, projections and atmospheric monitoring and

modelling. In order to have a fully working emission inventory and projections the LRTAP members

should follow specific rules in reporting polluting sources inside the country borders. There are also

methods handling international transports such as shipping and aviation. The parties are invited to report

ships that are departing from their country and air crafts activities that occurs below 3000 foot (≈ 900 m)

such as landing and take-offs, these emissions are included in sector number 8 and the different sectors

are represented below (Europaparlamentets och rådets direktiv (EU) 2016).

The guidelines in reporting anthropogenic emissions are to represent the annual emitted amount of

polluting compounds in a 50x50 km grid separated in the 11 SNAP-sectors. Those are classes describing

different contributors of the emissions, which will give an indication of the largest and smallest sources

of pollution. The SNAP-sectors are:

• S1 - Combustion in energy and transformation industries

• S2 - Non-industrial combustion plants

• S3 - Combustion in manufacturing industry

• S4 - Production processes

• S5 - Extraction and distribution of fossil fuels and geothermal energy

• S6 - Solvent use and other product use

• S7 - Road transport

• S8 - Other mobile sources and machinery
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• S9 - Waste treatment and disposal

• S10 - Agriculture

• S11 - Other sources and sinks

The sectors are emitted as point, line or area sources. When it comes to geographical distribution

of the emissions, point sources will be represented in one single grid box whereas line and area sources

can cover fractions of many grid cells (CEIP 2017b). International aviation and shipping can sometimes

be included in an additional sector 12, meaning emissions from aviation during flight and ships at sea,

excluding departure and arrival. Natural emissions are included in S11.

In this work, the emissions of NH3, NOx as NO2 and SOx as SO2 have been investigated, since they

contribute to deposition of reduced and oxidised nitrogen and oxidised sulphur. NH3 sources are mostly

represented by the SNAP-sector 10, since cattle and farming activities occur in many places in Europe.

A typical example is emissions from storing and spread on cropland of manure. The interaction process

between the fertilized field and atmosphere will impact the amount of emitted NH3, thus will the weather

and turbulence intensity be important components to regard when it comes to the determination of the

emitted amount (ApSimon et al. 1987). This interaction can be quite complex to describe numerically.

NO2-emissions originate mostly from the road transport sector number 7 and these emission occur in

combustion processes. SO2 was mainly emitted from industries in the early 90s and public power which

correspond to the first three SNAP-sectors. But methods for reducing the concentration of oxidised

sulphur in pollutions have been applied such as filtration and conversion into other energy sources. The

Large Combustion Plant Directive 2001/80/EC implemented new legislations for combustion plants in

order to reduce emissions of SO2, NOx and dust (European Environment Agency 2015). Thus a reduction

in the first three emission sectors has been observed for both of the compounds. International Maritime

Organization implemented Annex VI in 1997, which is regulations for the prevention of air pollution

from ships. One of the regulations was to limit NOx-emissions from ships running on diesel fuel with an

engine exceeding an output effect of 130 kW, three limits were set for different engine speeds. Another

regulation was controlling of the sulphur content in fuel and it was limited to a maximum content of

4.5%.

Sweden has its own emission inventory reported in 1x1 km grid cells and was implemented in 2001

as SMED (svensk miljöemissionsdata). The finer resolution gives the opportunity in investigation of de-

tailed statistics and also obtaining knowledge of the effect of environmental interventions SMED (2018).

Data from SMED essentially uses the same methods in reporting as in EMEP, but the higher resolution

gives a more detailed mapping.

Annual European emissions per grid box in kg from EMEP have been plotted in figure 1 for the
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Figure 1. Emissions of NH3 in a) 1990 and d) 2013, NOx as NO2 b) 1990 and e) 2013 and SOx as SO2 in c)1990
and f) 2013 as described by EMEP.
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years 1990 and 2013 which are the starting and ending year in the simulation used in this work. The left,

middle and right column shows the emissions of NH3, NO2 and SO2 respectively. Here it is important to

remember that other oxidised compounds of nitrogen and sulphur are included in the calculated emissions

of NO2 and SO2. EMEP represents the total emissions of reduced nitrogen and oxidised nitrogen and

sulphur as the mass described in terms of NH3, NOx as NO2 and SOx as SO2 respectively. MATCH

divides these between the compounds SO4, H2SO4, SO2, NO, NO2 and NH3 (more compounds are also

included, such as VOC, CH4 and PPM). One example is that NOx emitted within sector 7, road transport,

are in MATCH represented as 95% NO and 5% NO2.

The emissions used as an input for this MATCH version can be seen in figure 1 and the represented

emitted mass in the model has been converted to SO2, NO2 and NH3. Since the molar mass differ

between the different compounds scaling factors must be included to convert the different parameters

into represented emission parameters. This was done according to:

SO2,tot = 0.67 · SO4 + 0.65 ·H2SO4 + SO2

NO2,tot = 1.53 ·NO +NO2

NH3,tot = NH3

Where the different scaling factors are fully dependent on the molar mass. The left, middle and right

column in figure 1 are emissions of NH3, NO2 and SO2 respectively and the upper row is 1990 and

the lower 2013. From all the different pollutant emissions it is obvious that the large emissions occur

in areas with great populations. In the northern part of Scandinavia where the density of population is

small the mass of emitted chemical compounds is also small, whereas areas such as Germany and Italy

correspond to larger emissions. Without detailed trend analysis it can be seen especially that for SO2 the

emissions 2013 (figure 1f) are much less compared to 1990 (figure 1c). It can also be seen that Sweden

did not emit large amounts of SO2 compared to the southern part of Europe. Another remarkable pattern

is the shipping routes that are clearly visible west of England, France and Portugal. But these routes are

not quite as distinct in 2013 when it comes to SO2. This is due to legislation by The European Sulphur

Content of Marine Fuels Directive 2005 which stated a new limited allowed mass content of sulphur in

the fuel used for shipping, which was set to a maximum of 0.1%.

The traffic on seas is also visible in the NO2-emissions, there seem to be more shipping routes in

2013 (figure 1e) compared to 1990 (figure 1). This may be connected to more detailed reporting of

international shipping emissions during the more recent years. It is also interesting to study the mass

gradient between sea and land in the western Scandinavian area in 2013. According to the EMEP-
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mapping the traffic over seas emits more NO2 compared to traffic routes on land in Sweden and Norway.

Note that the isocolours in figure 1 are semilogarithmic thus a reduction of less than 50% will not be

visible. It should be pointed out that it can be difficult to observe decreases of emissions between 1990

and 2013. The figures have been included to get an overview of emission sources and how they vary

between different countries in Europe.

NH3-emissions are only reported over land and the largest sector responsible for these emissions

is agriculture. The pollution had a clear spatial maximum in the Netherlands 1990, which is not the

case 2013. Velthof et al. (2012) describe how changes were made in order to reduce the ammonia

emissions from cattle management and this was done by changing the animal food into a new type

with lower concentration of N and also a new technique for storing manure. Except for the changes in

the Netherlands it is difficult to distinguish any decreasing pattern in the NH3 emissions. But in fact,

these emissions have been the most difficult to control. The Gothenburg protocol under the LRTAP

convention 1999 made agreements in emission ceilings for NH3, NO2 and SO2 (also NMVOC) specific

for individual countries. In a follow-up and analysis of the emission year 2015 results revealed that the

goals were reached for NOx and SO2 (and NMVOC) but not for NH3 in some of the countries CEIP

(2017a).

2.3 Atmospheric chemistry

It is quite complex to describe the chemistry that takes place in the atmosphere from that a chemical

compound is emitted into the air until it is deposited. One must regard processes such as meteorology

(advection and turbulence transport, precipitation etc) and the mass balance between substances as it

can affect their reactions. Another important concept in the understanding of atmospheric chemistry is

aerosols. Aerosols are particles containing more than one molecule, for example NH3 is one molecule but

many molecules of NH3 can together form an aerosol. The number of molecules will determine the size

of the aerosol and approximately a particle with a diameter of 1 µm consists of 1010 molecules (Seinfeld

et al. 2016). The size will have an impact on the deposition rate. Aerosols with higher deposition rate

will have a shorter life time in the atmosphere compared to aerosols with lower deposition rate. Particles

within the size interval 0.1-1 µm have a smaller deposition velocity compared to particles that have

smaller and larger diameter. When it comes to particles containing sulphate, ammonium or nitrate they

tend to have a diameter less than 1 µm (fine particles). According to table 8.7 in Seinfeld et al. (2016) the

residence time and travelling distance of fine particles is days-weeks and 100-1000 km. If the deposition

rate is smaller, than the probability for long range transport is higher. In some modelling cases this

fact is being taken care of by parameterisation of size distribtuion of aerosols via size bins. But in this

simulation this was not taken into account, since the size distribution is uncertain and it is not clear if it
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would improve simulation results of deposition.

MATCH includes 61 chemical compounds and 130 reactions (Andersson, Langner, et al. 2007). Not

all the reactions are fully understood yet, which can lead to imbalance between the real and simulated

concentrations of chemical compounds and thus a wrong description of the amount that is deposited on

the ground. Some of the most important reactions are summarized below.

Emissions of sulphur dioxide is a major factor contributing to acid rains in Sweden as was argued by

Svante Odén IVL (2017). This is so, since sulphur dioxide can be oxidised by free radicals in the atmo-

sphere and in cloud droplets (depending on pH-values) and thereafter sulfuric acid can form according

to the reactions below (Fowler et al. 2007):

SO2 + •OH → HSO3 (3)

HSO3 +O2 → HOO •+SO3 (4)

SO3 +H2O → H2SO4 (5)

H2SO4 +H2O → H3O
+ +HSO−

4 (6)

The first two reactions 3 and 4 show how SO2 becomes oxidised by the radicals hydroxyl (•OH) and

hydroperoxyl (HOO•). The product from the third reaction (number 5) is called hydrogen sulphate and

this is soluble in water and can form the two acids hydronium (H3O+) and hydrogen sulphate (HSO−
4 ).

This means that emissions of sulphur dioxide can lead to wet deposition of hydronium and hydrogen

sulphate, which lead to acidification.

NOx is the common notation for NO and NO2, which are commonly formed in combustion processes,

and from that they are emitted the lifetime is short, approximately 1 day and then they can be oxidised

and will thus form nitric acid which is a common contributor to acid rains. The common name for

oxidised nitrogen is NOy, which includes NO, NO2, HNO3, N2O5, organic nitrates, PAN and more. The

compound NO−
3 is studied as a wet deposited oxidised nitrogen component.

Some conditions favours a short lifetime of a compound in the atmosphere and thus it will become

deposited a short time after it is released into the atmosphere. When it comes to emitted ammonia it can

either be deposited by turbulence to the ground relatively fast or it penetrates to higher altitudes mostly

by conversion into the ion NH+
4 . This transformation can occur if there are acidic compounds like NO−

3

available and a reaction will thus form NH4NO3 (reaction 9 below). But depending on the intensity of

the turbulence a significant amount of NH3 can reach cloud base level and if there is available sulphur

in the cloud droplets ammonium sulphate or ammonium bisulphate can form and they work as fertilizers

when deposited on ground (ApSimon et al. 1987)
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The deposition of ammonium sulphate depends on the atmospheric ratio between SO2 and NH3.

There are three essential chemical reactions that should be considered:

2NH3 +H2SO4 → (NH4)2SO4 (7)

NH3 +H2SO4 → NH4HSO4 (8)

NH3 +HNO3 ↔ NH4NO3 (9)

The first two reactions number 7 and 8 are almost similar except for the products which are ammo-

nium sulphate and ammonium bisulphate respectively. The first product works as a eutrophying com-

pound if deposited, but it can also be decomposed into NH4HSO2 and NH3 depending on temperature.

However, the reactions number 7 and 8 above will determine the fate of the latter reaction number 9,

which will form ammonium nitrate (NH4NO3) from ammonia and nitric acid (HNO3). The formation is

depending on how much ammonia that is consumed for the formation of ammonium sulphate and am-

monium bisulphate. Ammonium nitrate is neutral and is often used in agriculture as it acts as a nitrogen

rich fertilizer. The reaction is reversible and the balance depends on hydrodynamical interactions in the

atmosphere. It should be kept in mind that if the emissions of sulphur compounds decrease, then the

occurrence of the two reactions 7 and 8 will decrease so the formation of ammonium sulphates and thus

more available NH3 that affect the balance in reaction number 9. This means that decreased available

sulphuric acid caused by reduction in sulphur emissions will lead to more available ammonia that can

form ammonium nitrate. When it comes to dry deposition of nitric acid (ammonium nitrate), it has a

high (low) deposition velocity and the balance in reaction 9 becomes important. But both are efficiently

wet deposited since both are soluble in water. There are non-linearities that affect the existence of ni-

tric compounds, including HNO3 in reaction 9, such as oxidation of NOx that occur in reactions with

free radicals and ozone. It becomes important to model these non linearities correctly and the estimated

amounts of nitric acid will have an effect on the balance in reaction number 9. Thus the deposition rate of

nitric acid and ammonium nitrate will have errors if the balance between those are incorrectly described.

3 Method

The goal of the first question ”What are the trends in deposition of sulphur and nitrogen in Sweden

for the period 1990-2013?” described in the introduction is to achieve trustworthy results from a trend

analysis. Since the observation network only collect samples of wet deposition it was not possible to

make a trend analysis of observed dry or total deposition of the different chemical compounds and these
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are oxidised nitrogen (NOYN ), reduced nitrogen (NHXN ) and oxidised sulphur (SOXS). But a full trend

analysis of their total deposition was possible with help from a MATCH long-term simulation over the

period 1990-2013 and this simulation was performed by SMHI and has earlier been evaluated for ozone

and used as a background field in reanalysis in Andersson, Alpfjord, et al. (2017). Observations could

be used to analyse the trend in wet deposition and thereafter be compared to the simulated trends and

in order to determine trends for the different depositions linear regression was used and the significance

was thereafter calculated using p-values.

How well trends in emissions from Sweden and Europe agree with changes in deposition was the

second question. The same method in determination of trends as described above was used for emissions

and these were compared with observed and simulated wet deposition trends. It is especially interesting

to receive an investigation of the simulated trends by MATCH because they depend on input data of the

emissions described by EMEP, hence this will give a rate on how sensitive the model is for emission

changes in the input data.

The third question ”How well do the results simulated by MATCH agree with observations of wet

deposition?” could be approached using the collected data from the 394 samplers and the two parameters

concentration in precipitation and wet deposition could be used in the comparison with MATCH. The

only way to validate MATCH is to compare with observations and therefore they are of great importance.

In order to determine the skill of MATCH simulating spatial variation of deposition, investigation of

smaller areas were made.

It is difficult to pinpoint what the contributors to the deposition trends are from observations, which

is the goal in the fourth and last scientific question. But there were different simulations available from

MATCH, which made it possible to investigate how sensitive the model is for changes in input data of

emissions and meteorology. That is what makes this version of MATCH interesting and special to study,

since there were available simulations that were made in order to study contributors in trends. Different

simulation scenarios were investigated in order to find an answer to this question.

3.1 Observations

There are available measurement data from 1955 and forward to present time from 394 different observa-

tion sites and these have also been used in the not yet published article (as of March 2018) of Ferm et al.

(2018). None of these sites has a full time series from 1955 and the measurements were implemented in

networks for different purposes. It is mentioned in Ferm et al. (2018) only one third of the stations has

been active for more than ten years. As described in Engardt & Langner (2013), EACN was established

as a network in 1955 in order to determine nutrient fluxes to forest vegetation in 14 european countries,

Sweden included. The concentration of chemical compounds was observed using bulks collecting precip-
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itation. This network finished its operations in 1985 but during the operation time the sampling method

in Sweden was changed from 1965, some stations at a time, until 1973. This routine was performed by

International Meteorological Institute (integrerad miljöövervakning i naturekosystem). Another Swedish

network called Programme for Monitoring of Environmental Quality (programmet för övervakning av

miljökvalitet) was implemented in 1983 and the technique in data collection in these observations had

the same strategy for all locations. The method was to use at least two bulks collecting monthly pre-

cipitation per site, with a distance of at least 300 m between, and the measurement equipment should

either be ”funnel and bottle”, ”snow sack” or ”wet-only” collectors. The Department of Meteorology

at Stockholm University had it in drift from the beginning but from mid-1991 Swedish Environmental

Research Institute (IVL) operated it as LNKN (Luft- och nederbördskemiska nätet). Another network

called Swedish Throughfall Monitoring Network started in 1985 and is still in drift, which started to re-

port effects from pollutions on forests. Further information about the networks can be found in Engardt,

Simpson, et al. (2017) and Ferm et al. (2018).

In the manuscript by Ferm et al. (2018) there is a graph illustrating when the different networks have

been active. They also argued that bulk collectors can contain a small fraction of dry deposited material,

although they have been placed in sheltered areas since high wind speeds increase the dry deposition

rate. Wet-only collectors, that was drifted by LNKN, have seals that automatically close when there is

no precipitation. As described above the method in LNKN network was to have at least two collectors

and the usual combination has been one funnel and bottle and one wet-only collector with a distance of

at least 300 m. In a comparison between these it was revealed that the averaged wet deposition rates

for bulk collectors are 11, 15 and 10% higher for NOYN , NHXN and SOXS respectively (Ferm et al.

2018). Similar results were found in the studies performed by Staelens et al. (2005) and Lee et al. (1992).

Pihl Karlsson et al. (2012) argued that due to the different measuring techniques, that LNKN drifted, a

trend analysis including all the wet deposition data can lead to artificial trends.

However, the numbers above describing the difference between the funnel and bottle and the wet-only

collectors were given in wet deposition. Wet deposition is depending on the precipitation amount and it is

known that the seals of the wet-only collectors do not always open and close as they should. This means

that there is a significant risk that some samples have collected too small amounts of the precipitation,

which also cause the wet-only collectors to have lower wet deposition values. Therefore, only the con-

centration in precipitation has been used in this investigation. In order to determine the wet deposition,

the measured concentrations can be used in combination with precipitation amount data from SMHI.

This method is considered to give more accurate results of wet deposition. The precipitation data from

SMHI have full spatial coverage and is based on observations (data available at http://luftwebb.smhi.se).

Special tools have been used to dynamically calculate precipitation in 4x4 km grid boxes and more infor-
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Figure 2. Observations sites for wet deposition in Sweden 1955-2015

mation can be found in Alexandersson (2003). This data set is considered to be more reliable compared

to the measured precipitation amounts from the deposition samples, since the precipitation data from

SMHI have been quality checked.

Two different observation sets were investigated in this study. One of them included all the sites in

the calculation of annual mean concentration in precipitation in Sweden, whereas the other excluded all

the ”wet-only” collectors. These were mainly active over 1986-2006, meaning if there is a significant

difference between funnel and bottle and ”wet-only” this trend analysis over 1990-2013 can be misde-

scribed. It should be kept in mind that there can be other sources of errors except the differing measuring

techniques, such as the varying activity of the sites and then the spatial mean values will vary depending

on spatial variations in wet deposition.

A mapping of the measurement sites can be seen in figure 2, the coverage of observations is most

dense in the south-western part and this is due to the national maximum deposition is found in this region.

As described the investigation will focus on validation of the ability of this version of MATCH to simulate

deposition on smaller geographical scale, in this case counties and three regions within Sweden. Due

to the uneven spread of stations some counties will have more data contributing to the average annual

deposition than others. How many stations that have been weighted in these data of counties will be

represented in the results.

The samples of collected precipitation are analysed in order to get the concentration of non-sea

salt sulphate (nss-SO2−
4 ) as sulphur, nitrate (NO−

3 ) as nitrogen and ammonium (NH+
4 ) as nitrogen. In

this way, the wet deposition of oxidised sulphur and nitrogen and reduced nitrogen can be determined.

MATCH uses the earlier written notations NOYN , NHXN and SOXS and from now on these will be
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used.

Some data in the protocols have notes indicating that there has been contamination of the samples.

The causes can be contaminating substances such as biological materials. Thus it was important to make

a quality check and then remove un-meet data. This routine is especially important in this investigation,

since the study aims for trend analysis and validation of MATCH. Erroneous data can lead to resulting

trends that in fact are artificial.

3.2 Emissions projected on the MATCH-domain

The projected emissions on the 50x50 km horizontal grid from EMEP were interpolated on the domain

with 44x44 km resolution as used in this MATCH simulation. Except for the emissions within Sweden,

since it has its own emissions inventory SMED (Svensk miljöemissionsdata) with a 1x1 km grid. SMED

and EMEP emissions were firstly adjusted to fit 5x5 km grid cells and thereafter these were interpolated

on the resolution of 44x44 km. This new projection was used for the plotting of figure 1.

The borders of the model domain can clearly be seen in figure 1 where the western border intersect

Iceland and the southern edge is situated south of Spain so that some of the African emissions are

included. It is important to remember that long-range transport of pollutions from outside the domain

are also accounted for and have a role in the lateral conditions. How this was determined is described in

Andersson, Langner, et al. (2007), they are based on measured concentration data combined with global

model results that are being spatially interpolated on the domain borders.

All of the SNAP sectors were included in the simulation. Natural emissions are not included except

for volcanic erruptions and ocean DMS have been accounted for since this is a significant contributor to

sulphur emissions. Other natural emissions are uncertain and are considered to be less important in this

domain, such as lightning.

3.3 Description of the simulations

Four different simulations of MATCH over the period 1990-2013 were received from SMHI, as pointed

out earlier these were used in the study performed by Andersson, Alpfjord, et al. (2017). More detailed

descriptions can therefore be found in their work but a short summary is given below. The purpose of the

different simulations has been to evaluate contributors to deposition trends and the different simulations

have changes in the input data where different parameters are kept constant. Then the output from these

can be compared to the base case in order to see how sensitive the model has been for emission changes

and so on. The simulations are listed in table 1.

Of the four simulations one is the ”base case” (MFG) that in this study has been useful in the evalua-
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tion of the performance of MATCH. The base case has been used as a background field for the reanalysis

of ozone in Andersson, Alpfjord, et al. (2017). The model run output is hourly data on a 2-dimensional

horizontal 44x44 km grid over Europe. The borders of the domain can easily be seen in the previous

map showing emissions (figure 1). The model is dependent on input of meteorology and this has been

adjusted in a complex way in order to make this simulation usable for trend analysis. They pinpoint in

Andersson, Alpfjord, et al. (2017) that problems with multi-decadal simulations arise, since input data

sets must be uniform and operational meteorological models are constantly updated, such as resolution

and new parameterisation schemes.

The input of meteorological conditions within the model domain on the grid points were received

from the numerical weather prediction model: High Resolution Limited Area Model (HIRLAM) which

was available every 6th hours and based on inputs from European Reanalysis and Observations for Mon-

itoring (EURO4M). The boundary conditions, such as surface and lateral conditions were obtained from

European Reanalysis (ERA) Interim, which is a dataset containing global climate reanalysis.

The difference between the simulations are found in table 1 and it has been modified from its original

in Andersson, Alpfjord, et al. (2017) (table 1) and the primal purpose of these simulations were to inves-

tigate trends in atmospheric ozone concentrations. As seen in table 1 there are four different simulations

MFG, MFD, MSE and MMET. The first one, MFG, is the base case simulation. The other simulations

have kept one parameter constant from year to year. In MFD the annual emissions in the whole domain

has been constant in the simulation, in MSE the SMED emissions and in MMET the meteorology. Year

2011 has been used in all three of these as the input year of the parameters that are kept constant. But

apart from the parameters that are kept constant the different simulations MFD, MSE and MMET are

using the same input data as MFG.

In order to find contributors to the trends the different simulations MFD, MSE and MMET can be

compared to MFG. The benefit with modelling is that scenarios, such as: ”How would the deposition

trend look like if there were no changes in emissions?” , are possible to investigate by changes in input

data. In this given example MFD is suitable to analyse. One can imagine that MFD include the interan-

nual variations in input of all parameters except for emissions in the domain. This means that a compari-

son between MFD and MFG would reveal the effect of varying domain emissions. In order to determine

the different contributions from changes in anthropogenic emissions in the full domain and Sweden and

the change in meteorology each trend for each simulation were calculated for the three swedish regions;

North, South-West and South-East. Then the contributions could be determined according to table 1

where the name of the contributors are called SE emis, EU emis, MET.

The sum (SUM in table 1) of the different contributors was compared to the base case simulation. If

the change in domain (except Sweden) and Swedish emissions and meteorology are the only processes
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Table 1. Description and names of the different simulations performed by MATCH.

MFG Base case simulation.
MFD Full domain anthropogenic emissions are kept constant, set to the annual emissions from

2011 year to year.
MSE Swedish anthropogenic emissions are constant, set to the annual emissions from 2011 year

to year.
MMET Meteorology is kept constant, set to the meteorological year 2011.
SE emis MFG - MSE
FD emis The full domain excluding swedish emissions: (MFG - MFD) - (MFG - MSE)
MET MFG - MMET
SUM SE emis + FD emis + MET

affecting the deposition trends, then the sum of these should be equal to the base case simulation. A

difference between these will indicate that there are other contributors that are not taken in to account

in this study, such as trends in domain boundary conditions caused by external emission sources or net

mass inflow/outflow. Andersson, Alpfjord, et al. (2017) included this kind of simulation but since the

focus of this study has been in how deposition is affected by European and Swedish emissions it was not

nessesary to include another simulation.

Observe that the trend in varying weather is described as changes in meteorology and not climate,

since the time span is 23 years it would not be correct to call it trend in climate. Weather phenomenon

that play a part in the deposition are precipitation, wind and temperature. Thus trends in deposition can

be affected by changes in wind direction, wind speed, atmospheric stability, atmospheric temperature

affecting chemical reactions and precipitation amount.

3.4 Methodology used for comparison between MATCH and observations

and necessary statistical concepts

Observations were availabe over the period 1955-2015 whereas the multi-decadal MATCH simulation

was done for 1990-2013. This means that the comparison between the two could be made over 1990-

2013.

In order to compare the simulation results from MATCH with observations, grid boxes that cor-

respond to locations of the observation sites were extracted. Since there are 394 sites, a comparison

between observations and model was made for regions. Sweden has political borders referred to as coun-

ties (län in Swedish), which are listed in table 2. To validate the performance of this version of MATCH

on a smaller geographical scale two different separations were made, one where mean annual deposition

within three regions within Sweden were investigated and one more detailed analysis of each county. The

benefit with a more detailed analysis of counties is validation of the performance of simulated trends of
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Table 2. Counties and their abbreviations, these are used in the result sections below.

MATCH on a small spatial scale. This is important since a MATCH simulation will act as a background

field in the reanalysis mapping. To determine the trends within political boarders is also a benefit, then

the results can act as material to build environmental strategies and goals within counties. The three

regions have been selected according to county borders and in table 2 the abbreviation of the different

counties and what regions they belong to are listed. The analysis of the different regions give a broad

picture of how the trends look like in Sweden and these were compared to trends in emissions from the

whole model domain and Sweden. The annual emissions from the whole domain were calculated for

each year in 1990-2013. Total annual emissions from SMED were were available for 1990-2012 Ander-

sson, Alpfjord, et al. (2017). Since the interannual variations from year to year are relatively small the

emission year for 2012 was assumed to be the same 2013. This will not have a great impact on the trend,

since the year to year fluctuations are small.

As described earlier it is important that the observation sites and the corresponding grid boxes are

representative for the whole regions they lie within. Therefore a graphical comparison between the mean

annual wet deposition based on grid boxes inside a region were compared with the mean of all grid boxes

in the same region.

Evaluation of mean deposition on regional level could be done by calculating the mean wet deposition

within the regions or counties. Annual mean deposition per m2 was calculated from the mean of the

observation points within each county or region. Since the time series of each site have interruptions

the spatial averaging of the monthly measurements will have variations in data points contributing to

the monthly county mean value. A monthly value extraction from MATCH was only done if the site in

question had reported data for the same month.

Having different numbers of sites/grid boxes contributing to the monthly regional mean was not

considered as a problem since the effectiveness of rain and washout does not depend on land type like

dry deposition does. However, precipitation itself is depending on topographical conditions and surface

types, therefore there is a potential in investigating not only deposition but also the parameter concentra-

tion in precipitation. When wet deposition is investigated there is risk for uncertainties in both modelling
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and observations, Jiang (2004) argues that precipitation is one of the most difficult meteorological pa-

rameters to measure since the variation in both time and space is substantial. This means that incorrect

values of precipitation will thus give incorrect values of wet deposition, since it depends on the precip-

itation amount. When it comes to modelling, the accuracy in wet deposition can not be better than the

accuracy in precipitation and therefore it is important that the precipitation is correctly described. Both

the parameters wet deposition and concentration of NOYN , NHXN and SOXS in precipitation were

investigated.

The annual mean wet deposition is based on the sum of monthly depositions within a region and is

determined by:

WD =

12∑
i=1

∑n
j=1 ci,j · pi,j

n
(10)

WD is the annual mean deposition within a geographical region, the indices i and j denotes the

specific month and station respectively. c is the concentration in precipitation and p the precipitation.

When it comes to the investigation of counties some months will have empty data sets, which could

mean that a year can contain a half year of deposition data within a county. This means that the annual

deposition would be to small to be representative. The Gothenburg protocol stated that the data capture

in deposition analyses of heavy metals should be 90%, this rule of thumb was used in order to determine

annual depositions for counties. This means that at least 11 different months of data should exist within

the county when it comes to calculate a representative annual value for the deposition and the annual

value is the multiplied with 12
11 . Thus, years containing less than this minimum limit for data capture

were not taken in to account in the determination of county annual means.

The annual mean concentration in precipitation is determined in a different way. Since the annual

mean concentration is not a sum of monthly data no regards were taken to data capture of monthly values

as for wet deposition. Regards to the weighting of precipitation in calculations of mean concentration

were taken, which is important since some areas in Sweden receive more precipitation and the amount

should be accounted for. Therefore the annual mean concentration is determined by:

C =

∑n
i=1 ci · pi∑n

i=1 pi
(11)

Where C is the mean concentration in precipitation, ci the concentration in precipitation from one

sample and pi the precipitation at one site received from SMHI. Thereafter the equations 10 and 11 were

utilized in a comparison between MATCH and observations within counties.
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Gap-filling of data according to the Gothenburg protocol like described above was not nescessary

for the investigation of wet deposition within the three regions North, South-West and South-East, since

each region had full coverage of monthly data over 1990-2013. This means that gap-filling was only

used in the determination of wet deposition within the individual counties. But the same equation 10 was

used to determine the annual mean wet deposition in the three regions.

Trend analysises were made for both observations and this version of MATCH within the counties

and the three regions and linear regression was used in order to determine the trends:

yi = β + α · xi (12)

Here yi denotes the annual wet deposition/annual mean concentration in precipitation and xi is the

time in years. α will give the slope of the linear trend and this will give an indication of how much the

wet deposition is increasing or decreasing per year, which depends on the sign and a negative α means a

decline. β gives the off-set and is not important in this investigation and α is the interesting parameter is

determined by least square fit:

α =
n
∑n

i=1(xiyi)−
∑n

i=1 xi
∑n

i=1 yi
n
∑n

i=1 x
2
i − (

∑n
i=1 xi)

2

Apart from α it is also essential to determine whether the trend is significant or not and the p-value

has been used in this study. This was determined by using the statistical two-tailed t-test, which calculates

a t-value that can be translated in to a p-value.

SE =

√∑n
i=1(yi − ŷi)2

(n− 2)

/√√√√ n∑
i=1

(xi − x̄)2 (13)

t =
α

SE
(14)

Here SE is the standard error, which depends on the degrees of freedom n-2, xi, yi, the mean of the x-

values x̄ and the estimated values ŷi from the linear regression, which depends on xi. If α is divided by

SE the t-value is obtained and thereafter the p-value can be obtained via built in functions in calculators.

The higher the degree of freedom is, the more significance and thus a lower p-value, which is defined

between 0-1. A rule of thumb is to consider a p-value ≤ 0.05 as significant.

In order to concretize how the observations and model differ, in wet deposition, statistics such as

mean values (x̄), standard deviation (σ), bias, r and RMSE have been used. The mean value and standard
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deviation have been used in a comparison between the three different regions and how they differ in wet

deposition and the standard variation gives a measure of interannual variations. The variables bias, r and

RMSE give a measure of the model performance. Bias is the mean error and will give a number of how

much the model underestimates or overestimates the observed results. The correlation coefficient r will

describe if there are a mathematical relationship connecting the model and observations. The bias and

r can both be 0 without having correct simulation results. Imagine a case where observations have a

maximum that coincides with a simulated minimum and at later time has the reverse order, this can lead

to the same mean value thus zero bias and a perfect correlation -1. But then the RMSE is a measure to

spot the difference in variations and will not be zero.

x̄ =
1

n

n∑
i=1

xi (15)

σx =

√√√√ 1

n

n∑
i=1

(xi − x̄)2 (16)

bias =
1

n

n∑
i=1

(xi − oi) = x̄− ō (17)

r =
1

n− 1

n∑
i=1

(
xi − x̄
σx

)(
oi − ō
σy

)
(18)

RMSE =
1

n

√√√√ n∑
i=1

(xi − oi)2 (19)

The three latter equations 17-19 uses the notations x and o for observations respectively.

4 Results and discussion

4.1 Mean concentration in precipition in Sweden, comparison between MATCH

and observations

The annual mean concentration in precipitation was investigated for the spatial mean in Sweden. As de-

scribed earlier grid boxes corresponding to the position of all sites have been extracted from the MATCH

results. Time series with scatter plots can be found in figure 3 for the different chemical compounds

NOYN , NHXN and SOXS . The left column shows the annual mean concentration in precipitation over

1990-2013 for both this version of MATCH, all observations sites and the observations excluding ”wet-

only” collectors. There were 29 ”wet-only” collectors in total. The right column scatter plots representing
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the monthly data simulated by MATCH and observations. The red linear lines are one-one lines and if

all the points were on this line MATCH would have perfect skill. A general rule to validate a model is to

have simulated values within a factor of 2, therefore the yellow 1-2 and 2-1-lines have also been drawn

in the plots in order to see the factor of 2 thresholds.

Generally, it is shown in figure 3 that the difference between the observed annual mean concentration

of NOYN , NHXN and SOXS in precipitation in Sweden is small. ”Wet-only”-collectors were mainly

active over 1986-2006 and if these would contribute to different values of wet deposition the blue (all

observation sites) and the red (observation sites excluding ”wet-only”-collectors) should diverge from

eachother after 2006, but they do not. In fact, it can rather be seen that sometimes the annual mean con-

centration in precipitation is higher when the ”wet-only”-collectors have been excluded, but as earlier

described funnel and bottle collectors are expected to receive amounts of dry deposition and therefore the

observed wet deposition should be lower if ”wet-only” collectors are excluded. These results however, is

an indication of that the variation in activity for the different measurement sites, meaning spatial varia-

tions, may have a greater impact compared to the difference between the different measuring techniques.

In opposite to the published work by Pihl Karlsson et al. (2012), all the observation sites will be used for

trend analysis in this thesis.

It should be kept in mind that these results show that the difference between the two data sets is

of no significance on large scale. Including all the data in trend analysis on a regional scale will give

trustworthy results. But there are drawbacks with this method when it comes to trend analysis on smaller

scale. Investigations on a smaller scale could have been done in order to assure that the difference

between ”wet-only” and funnel and bottle collectors does not affect the trends.

The first row in figure 3 show the mean concentration of NOYN in precipitation in Sweden. A pattern

of decreasing concentration is seen in the time-series in figure 3a, both in the simulation and observation

values. Although there seems to be a turning point from 2007 and forward. It may be connected to an

increase of emissions of NOx in Sweden (based on EMEP-data). But from 2007 the emissions decreased

again and the European emissions have a uniform reduction of annual NOx emissions for this period,

which is not the case in the mean concentration. The MATCH result shows a delay in the local max-

ima which was reached 2009. It is interesting since the emissions reported by EMEP act as input data

in MATCH, hence there are other factors than local emissions affecting concentration in precipitation.

However, it is seen that MATCH underestimates the concentration of NOYN and the scatter plot (3b)

shows a broad distribution of the points. A significant number of the high observed concentrations is

below the lower 2-1-line.

NHXN is represented on the second row (figure 3c-d) and here it is quite clear that this version of

MATCH underestimates the concentration in precipitation in Sweden. The interannual variations seen in
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 3. First column: Annual mean concentration of a) NOYN , c) NHXN and e) SOXS in precipitation in
Sweden in mg/l. Note that the black line includes all the observations whereas the green line exclude ”wet-only”
collectors. Second column: Monthly concentration of b) NOYN , d) NHXN and f) SOXS in precipitation, MATCH
(y-axis) compared to observed sample values (x-axis).

figure 3c are larger for the observations compared to the simulated results and the scatter plot in figure 3d

reveals that most of the monthly data values are in fact outside a factor of two. Better results are shown

for SOXS in the lower row, MATCH follows the interannual variations as seen in subfigure e. The points

in the scatter plot reveal that there is a better balance between over and underestimated MATCH values

meaning that the points are more scattered.

It is interesting to see the concentration in precipitation for all three compounds are underestimated.

As described earlier in the introduction, the study made by Engardt, Simpson, et al. (2017) revealed
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that their version of MATCH overestimated the concentration of SOXS in precipitation in Europe. In

the period over 1983-90 a significant number of their used sites were situated in northern Sweden. It

is interesting to see that these results of concentration of SOXS shows the opposite results, meaning

underestimation. Although it should be kept in mind that the meteorology, time and emission inventory

are not the same as in this investigation. This means that the model set-up and input differ between this

version of MATCH and the simulation performed by Engardt, Simpson, et al. (2017).

Essentially, the mean concentration of sulphate, nitrate and ammonium in precipitation in Europe

in the study of Engardt, Simpson, et al. (2017) shows the result of relatively good agreement between

MATCH and observations. The emissions used for recent years are also collected from EMEP and thus

the same as in this simulation, one can think that this study should reveal the same pattern. However, the

emissions before 1990 are more uncertain. Since Engardt, Simpson, et al. (2017) investigated a larger

geographical area as Europe it is interesting to see the amount of simulated sulphate in precipitation is

in fact overestimated and only 60% of the results from their version of MATCH lies within a factor two

compared to the observations. The disagreement between our studies may be an indication of that the

wash and rain out of pollutants are in MATCH overestimated over areas in Southern and Central Europe

but underestimated over Sweden. Another alternative can be overestimations of emissions in some parts

and underestimations in others and the latter one can be the case for emission sources close to Sweden.

More research in this area is needed.

The underestimations can also be related to parameterisations made for this simulations in MATCH.

This version has simplified the description of the wash out process where a parameterisation has been

used and SMHI has, during the time of this work, run newer versions of MATCH where changes have

been made for both the chemical schemes and a more physical description of the wash out. Evaluation

of the newer versions are needed in order to see if the change in the wash out description will improve

the results over Sweden.

4.2 Evaluation of this version of MATCH in northern, south-eastern and

south-western Sweden

Figure 4 below includes the annual mean wet deposition of NOYN , NHXN and SOXX per region for

each year. As seen, there are three different line properties where two of them are dashed and dotted lines

representing the annual mean wet deposition extracted from grid points and for all the grid points within

the regions respectively. The difference between these line properties can be difficult to spot in figure 4,

since they are overlapping which is an indication of that the extracted grid boxes are representative for

the regions. This is in fact the case for all of the time series of chemical compounds NOYN (4a), NHXN
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(4b) and SOXS (4c).

By observing figure 4 it becomes clear that this simulation has uniformly underestimated the wet

deposition if the observations are considered to be more close to reality than this version of MATCH.

Although it is unlikely that measurements have a larger probability of overestimation in the south-western

region and smaller in the northern, especially since there are many observation sites representing each

region. The next section 4.3 will include a discussion about spatial measurement density per year in

each county. However, this is really an indication that there is some physical pattern that this version of

MATCH do not succeed to describe correctly. But it seems like this simulation still has the capacity to

capture the interannual variations. In the first subfigure 4a representing wet deposition of NOYN it is seen

that the observed differences between the regions are large, the northern area has a maxima nearly 200

mg m−2 yr−1 whereas the south-western area has a maxima of approximately 500 mg m−2 yr−1. These

differences are smaller for the simulated results and the south-western and northern area have a maxima

of approximately 150 and 300 mg m−2 yr−1 respectively. This pattern is more substantial for NHXN

in figure 4b and in this case nearly all of the simulated annual wet depositions lie below the observed

values, even the simulated values for South-West are less than observed values for North. MATCH has

not only underestimated the wet deposition but also failed in capture of spatial variation. The observed

(simulated by MATCH) maxima is approximately in the northern area 600 (150) mg m−2 yr−1 and in

the south-western area 200 (75) mg m−2 yr−1. The underestimations can lead to non-correct input data

for modellers investigating effects on ecosystems. An example of a problem is that a wrong description

of wet deposition in the Baltic sea east of the south-eastern region can lead to underestimation of the

eutrophication in the sea and the present problem in these waters are overloads of algea growth caused

by eutrophication.
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 4. Annual mean wet deposition of a) NOYN , b) NHXN and c) SOXS as a function of time in years.
The colours represents the different regions red: South-West, green: South-East and blue: North. Solid lines are
observations, dashed lines are extracted grid boxes from MATCH and dotted lines are all the grid boxes within the
three domains.
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These errors are smaller for SOXS as seen in figure 4c. Some overlapping between MATCH and

observations can be spotted for the northern region in the early 90s. The cause of these described errors

are not well-understood yet. Sources of errors may be connected to the model’s description of emissions,

chemical reactions, the scavenging coefficient that determines the effectiveness of wash-outs or overes-

timated dry deposition that leads to reduced concentrations in the atmosphere. Another cause can be the

aerosolos, as described in the theory section the particle size matters when it comes to deposition rate

and this version of MATCH does not take this to account.

It is interesting that MATCH is better (worse) when it comes to simulating the wet deposition far from

(close to) the emission sources. Allowing the thought that emissions are underestimated and thus will

lead to smaller concentrations in the modelled atmosphere and then regarding of how the wind-pattern

look like in Sweden, usually south/south-westerly, will lead to that long-range transports of underesti-

mated masses of chemical compounds from Europe and shipping routes west of Sweden will first arrive

to South-Western Sweden. Thereafter Northern or South-Eastern Sweden. Then if the scavenging coef-

ficient is underestimated, the rain-out in South-West will lead to a smaller wet deposition than in reality

due to underestimation in both emissions and the scavenging coefficient. But the wet deposition will have

a smaller bias in the northern region since the wash out of the polluted air that first arrived in South-West

was not effective, meaning that the atmospheric concentration of chemical compounds in air parcels has

declined in a slow pace on its transportation towards north-eastern Sweden. This means that there is a

relatively larger amount of pollutions that can be washed/rained out in Northern Sweden. Although, still

underestimated due to wrong input data of emissions. More research on the causes of spatial variation in

bias is needed.

As observed in all figures 4a-c, bias has the largest (smallest) numbers for South-West (North). The

values of the biases are found in table 3 and there it is seen that NHXN in South-West has the largest

bias: -358 mg, which is -78% compared to the observed mean. The normally accepted threshold is to

have simulated values within a factor of 2 (-50 → 200%) compared to observations, which is not the

case here. It was also seen in figure 4c (4b) that SOXS (NHXN ) probably has a smaller (larger) bias

and this is validated in table 3. It is interesting that the correlation coefficients are acceptable for all the

cases, where the smallest r is equal to 0.65 (South-East NHXN ). For all of the regions regarding SOXS

r is larger than 0.9 which indicates that the correlation is great and this is also easily seen in figure 4c,

which shows that the variations in the observation line (solid line) is followed by the MATCH simulation

(dashed and dotted lines). Since this simulation performed well in correlation the RMSE values will

converge towards the absolute values of the bias, which is valid for all the calculated RMSE values.

It is also interesting that the standard variation is in general smaller for the simulated annual wet

deposition compared to observations (except for SOXS in the North). This means that the interannual
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Table 3. Statistical parameters in a comparison between observations and MATCH in mean annual wet deposition.
The average of all grid boxes within the regions North, South-East and South-West from MATCH has been used.
The subtables are a) NOYN , b) NHXN and c) SOXS . Mean, bias, standard deviation and RMSE have the unit mg
m−2 yr−1.

(a)

(b)

(c)

variations are greater in observations than in MATCH. Here it becomes important to remember that the

observations can also have errors. The number of stations within the regions vary from year to year

and the position of the sites also vary and depending on operating network the methodology can be

different between the measurements. This can lead to larger variations in the observations. However, the

simulation reveals results with smaller intrerannual variations since the standard deviation is smaller.

The total emissions within the domain and Sweden are represented in figure 5. It is clearly seen that

the SOx (NH3) emissions are the greatest (smallest) in the European domain. But Swedish emissions

differ and the graph reveals that NOx is the main polluter of these three in Sweden. Another remarkable

pattern can be found in year 1997 and from this point the emissions of ammonia became larger than

sulphur according to SMED.

The trends in emissions were calculated over 1990-2013 and these results can be seen in table 4.

The values are in this case given in percentage based on year to year change compared to the initial data

1990, which make a comparison between deposition and emission trends possible. As seen in table 4

the significances of the trends have been marked with a single star (*) for significant, two stars (**) for
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Figure 5. Annual emissions 1990-2013 according to EMEP. The different colours of the lines are emissions of
black: SOx as SO2, blue: NOx as NO2 and red: NH3. Lines with diamonds are European emissions and valueas
are read on left y axis whereas lines with triangles are Swedish emission and values are read on right y axis.

good significance and three (***) for great significance. The resulting trends have great significances in

all Swedish and European emissions as seen in table 4 and the largest (smallest) decline is seen for SOx

(NH3) emissions.

Table 4. Emissions in domain according to EMEP and their trends. The significance level is represented as the
p-value within the paranthesises. Significant trends are marked with * with the different levels: * = p≤0.05, ** =
p≤0.01 and *** = p ≤ 0.001

Results for the wet deposition trends within the regions can be viewed in table 5 and wet deposition

of SOXS and NOYN has declined and is significant in all cases in both MATCH and observations, great

significance for SOXS . There are two cases where there are no significances, which are seen for NHXN

in South-West MATCH and South-East observations. Another remarkable result is that MATCH has

simulated greater declines compared to observations, except for South-East NHXN . The northern region

showing the trend of NHXN is an exceptional case since the simulated decline (-1.6% / yr) has a great

significance with a magnitude two times greater than the observed trend (-0.8% / yr). However, the trends

represented in this table can now be compared with the emission trends in table 4.
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Table 5. Wet deposition in Sweden and its trends in observations and MATCH. The significance level is represented
as the p-value within the paranthesises. Significant trends are marked with * with the different levels: * = p≤0.05,
** = p≤0.01 and *** = p ≤ 0.001

The SOx and NOx emission trends have a greater decline compared to all their respective trends in

wet deposition of SOXS and NOYN . But again, it is interesting in the case where the simulated trend in

wet deposition of NHXN for the northern region (-1.6%), which is more decreasing than the emission

trends of NH3 in Sweden and Europe (-0.8 and -1.0 % respectively). As mentioned earlier it can be quite

complex to study trends in reduced nitrogen since long-range transport depends on the available amount

of oxidised sulphur in the atmosphere.

These results fully agree with the the one performed by Fowler et al. (2007). They argued that areas

with small sources of emissions will not have the same decline in deposition. Here it is seen that the

northern part of Sweden do not have the same decline in wet deposition as the south-western part, which

is closer to the larger emission sources.

In most cases the trends in emissions have a greater magnitude compared to the trends in wet depo-

sition within the regions. This leads to the question where the rest of the emitted sulphur and nitrogen

end up. If the emissions have been correctly described there are three alternatives: either the trend in

dry deposition has a clearer decline or the mass flow on the domain borders has changed or the trends

in atmospheric concentrations have increased. One example of the first suggestion is a trend analysis

of deposition of non-marine sulphur in the United Kingdom performed by Downing et al. (1995). They

measured both wet and dry deposition in Eskdalemuir for two different time periods 1979-80 and 1989-

93 and found that the wet deposition decreased with 48% whereas dry deposition decreased with 70%.

Another study made by Fagerli et al. (2008) investigated different sites in Europe in order to deter-

mine trends in atmospheric concentration and wet deposition of reduced and oxidised nitrogen. 10-17%

showed significant declining trends in atmospheric concentration of NOYN and two Swedish stations

had two observed increasing significant trends. But Fagerli et al. (2008) also pinpoint that the cause is

probably due to local changes and not trans-boundary transport of aerosols causing increasing NOYN

substance. This means that the second suggested alternative, that the atmospheric concentration of com-

pounds are increasing, is false.
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4.3 Evaluation of this version of MATCH on county level

For details in trends on county level the reader is refered to appendix A-F. There are two figures for

each chemical compound, appendix A-C show the wet deposition and appendix D-F the concentration in

precipitation. Each subfigure has a set of 21 plots which represent the different counties, the title above

the graphs indicate which county the plot belongs to. Here the abbreviations of the counties have been

used and they can be found in table 2. The measurement stations report monthly values and the numbers

obtained from the yellow bars are based on how many stations that contributed to each monthly data. So,

the number of data was counted within each county and then divided by 12 in order to obtain a mean

value of stations contributing to the annual deposition inside the county in question.

numbers of stations = number of monthly measurements / 12

The yellow bars do not differ remarkably between the different compounds NOYN , NHXX and

SOXS . If a station has been active for a specific month it is most likely that it collected samples of all

three. Without studying a specific county it can be seen essentially that the measurement density was

largest over 1990-2000 which agrees with Ferm et al. (2018). It can also be seen that some stations were

active around the 60s and then there is a visible interruption for some counties until the late 80s and

then the numbers increase reach maximum oven 1990-2000 and then the numbers decline. This could

be explained by the fact that from 1955 until the late 70s only two of the networks had measurements in

drift with almost no overlapping between the networks (Ferm et al. 2018) and after year 2000 the number

of sites has decreased. Thereafter modelling has been considered to be a great tool in combination with

observations.

In some of the plots it can be seen there are non-zero yellow bars indicating that there were available

measurements but still no values representing the wet deposition and this is due to the recommended

guidelines in data capture, which should not be less than 90%, as described before. It is interesting to

see the full observed time series over 1955-2015, from the starting year most of counties for the different

chemical compounds show an increase until the 80s. This pattern is most clear for wet deposition of

SOXS and as mentioned in the introduction Sweden had problems with acidification during both the 70s

and 80s and actions were taken in order to restore nature.

In the earlier section, it was seen that the declining trends simulated by MATCH has a larger mag-

nitude than observed trends. But by studying the individual counties it was revealed that 10/21 (15/21),

3/21 (5/21) and 12/21 (7/21) counties had larger declines in wet deposition (concentration in precipita-

tion) simulated by MATCH for NOYN , NHXN and SOXS respectively. Although it should be kept in

mind that some trends are not significant. In fact, the trends in wet deposition (concentration in pre-
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cipitation) simulated by MATCH are significant in 19/21 (21/21), 8/21 (20/21) and 21/21 (21/21) of the

counties for NOYN , NHXN and SOXS respectively. While observed wet deposition (concentration in

precipitation) trends are significant in 12/21 (13/21), 8/21 (13/21) and 21/21 (20/21) of the cases for

NOYN , NHXN and SOXS . A remarkable pattern is that the trends are essentially more significant for

concentration in precipitation, which is reasonable since wet deposition depends on interannual varia-

tions in precipitation.

In general MATCH has simulated more significant trends compared to the observations. This can

be related to that observations were proven to have larger standard deviations within the regions North,

South-East and South-West which means that the interannual variations are larger thus more likely con-

ditions for less significant trends. This can also be related to the fact that with a fewer number of samples

an incorrect data-value becomes more important in the regional mean value.

A similar study regarding trend analysis of bulk deposition was made by Vuorenmaa et al. (2018).

They investigated trends in deposition and fluxes in runoffs at 25 measurement sites distributed in Europe,

among these four stations were Swedish which have also been used in this study: Gårdsjön, Aneboda,

Kindla and Gammtratten. However, they concluded that declining trends in bulk deposition of NOYN ,

NHXN and SOXs were significant in 80, 60 and 100% of the cases respectively. The additional study

of trends in run-offs revealed that fluxes of NOYN , NHXN and SOXS decreased significantly in 60, 40

and 90% of the cases respectively. This is an indication of that decreases of deposition of pollutions will

lead to less chemical compounds discharging from water bodies. As mentioned before, the Baltic Sea

receives 78% of its reduced nitrogen from surrounding water bodies and the decrease of deposition of

reduced nitrogen is essential for the resulting discharge of reduced nitrogen from water bodies. These

results agree with the study made by Vuorenmaa et al. (2018) in the aspect of that there are no significant

trends in wet deposition of nitrogen for many sites. More work in reducing ammonia emissions is needed

in order to accomplish less wet deposition of reduced nitrogen.

It should be kept in mind that all available data has been used in this trend analysis on county level.

In section 4.1 it was described that the difference between ”wet-only” and funnel and bottle collectors

is of no significance on regional level. However, this may not be valid on county level and therefore the

observed trends can have errors related to the different measuring techniques.
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4.4 Deposition in Sweden, simulated by MATCH

The simulated deposition and its trends of NOYN , NHXN and SOXS for every grid point covering

Sweden is seen in figure 6-8. The figures show the annual mean, trend and p-value of dry, wet and

total deposition from left to right column. The fourth row shows the annual mean concentration in

precipitation to the left and the annual precipitation to the right, these can be used in comparison with

the wet deposition.

These results have been broadly compared with SMHI (2013a) and SMHI (2013b) and they have

developed a website tool (www.smhi.se/klimatdata/miljo/atmosfarskemi) that can provide swedish map-

ping of annual deposition and concentration reanalysis data of chemical compounds. But as described

earlier, these data can not be included in trend analysis but they can be used for comparison for this

investigated MATCH simulation of annual deposition. It was revealed that the result agree in order of

magnitude.

4.4.1 Oxidised nitrogen

The mapping of NOYN in Sweden can be seen in figure 6. The mean annual deposition (figure 6a-c) has

a clear gradient pointing from north to south, which is expected since the population density and thus

emissions in the northern part are small. This pattern is present for all the parameters. The dry deposition

(6a) has a gradient between sea and land and can be caused by the description of deposition velocities in

MATCH. These velocities are dependent on surface type and plain open waters have a higher resistance

compared to forests and fields.

The wet deposition rate is higher compared to the dry deposition which agrees with the reanalysis

data that are availabe from SMHI (2018). It is also visible that the wet deposition has a maximum of

approximately 400 mg m−2 yr−1 in a Norwegian area that receives annual precipitation values more than

2000 mm. NOYN among other chemical compounds are easily washed and rained out by precipitation

and therefore the maxima is seen in this area.

The study of the linear trends shows a uniform pattern where the whole region has declining trends,

seen in subfigures d-f. It is interesting to see the decreasing annual wet deposition in is almost constant

within Sweden (subfigure e). This is indicated by no changes in isocolors inside the country, so the trend

is between -1 to -5 mg m−2 yr−1. Whereas the trend for the dry deposition has larger spatial variations

with decreases of -0.5 to -1 mg m−2 yr−1 in the northern part and -10 to -50 mg m−2 yr−1 in the southern

part.

There are mostly very significant trends in dry, wet and total deposition of oxidised nitrogen. Every

grid box that has a green color in the calculation of p-values are regarded as having a significant trend
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with p 6 0.05. The red color indicates that there is no significance while yellow show a more unsure

trend, with a p-value between 0.05 – 0.1. It is clear dry deposition is more significant than wet in this

case.

When studying the concentration of oxidised nitrogen in precipitation it can be seen that the emis-

sions from figure 1 agree well with the mapping of data in figure 6j. It can also be seen that the concen-

tration is relatively small in the Norwegian mountain ridge while the wet deposition show a maximum in

this area. Confirmation of that wet deposition is highly dependent on precipitation amount can be done

here since the precipitation has a maximum in the Norwegian mountain ridge.

4.4.2 Reduced nitrogen

The depositions and trends of reduced nitrogen are represented in figure 7. A clear gradient between

south and north can also be seen in the mean annual deposition for reduced nitrogen, but less clear for

the wet deposition. In this case southern Sweden receives larger amounts of dry than wet deposition.

As for oxidised nitrogen also reduced nitrogen has a gradient between sea and land. It can also be

seen that Denmark receives a total deposition of 600-1000 mg m−2 yr−1 and this is due the agricultural

emissions. More than 90 % of ammonia emissions in Denmark originates from farming emepint and a

significant sector within these activities is livestock keeping of pigs. This is also with correspondence of

concentration in precipitation in subfigure j which has a maximum in Denmark.

It is interesting to study the trend and its significance for reduced nitrogen in figure 7d-i. In most

of the regions the linear trends show declines. But the trend in wet deposition (figure 7e) in southern

Sweden and Denmark is showing an increase, however there is no significance in this area and this is an

indication of large intraannual variations in wet deposition. As described earlier in the theoretical part the

connection between emissions and deposition of reduced nitrogen is quite complex, since the life-time

of ammonia from it is emitted depends on the obtainable sulphur amount in the atmosphere. This means

that if emissions of sulphur have reduced, then the long-distance transport of ammonia will decrease and

deposition of reduced nitrogen will take place after a relatively short time from it is released into the

atmosphere.

However, the trend in dry deposition of NHXN over the Swedish land is significant (figure 7g). But

there are areas on the seas that are not significant, especially over the Baltic Sea. This is interesting since

it is well-known that the Baltic sea is suffering from eutrophication and the national goals are to stop

eutrophication caused by anthropogenic emissions.
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

(g) (h) (i)

(j) (k)

Figure 6. Deposition of NOYN . First row: Annual a) dry, b) wet and c) total deposition. Second row: The
trend of d) dry e) wet and f) total deposition. Third row: The p-value of the trend of g) dry h) wet and i) total
deposition. Fourth row: j) Concentration of NOYN in precipitation, k) Precipitation
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4.4.3 Oxidised sulphur

Figure 8 shows the deposition and trend of SOXS and it is not surprising to see significant declining linear

trends in the whole domain since the reduction of sulphur emissions have decreased over the period 1990-

2013, as described earlier. The dry deposition (figure 8d) has a stronger gradient between north and south

compared to the wet deposition. Instead the wet deposition (figure 8e) has a west-east gradient in the

southern part, for both the mean annual wet deposition and its trend. It can also be seen that the annual

mean in 1990-2013 in dry deposition (figure 8a) has higher values in Skagerrak and Kattegat, which are

the seas between Denmark and Sweden. This may be due to the shipping routes crossing these waters.

The trend in total deposition also has its minimum over these waters, in other words the decline is most

apparent in this area. But more detailed studies of this are needed.

The pattern in mean annual concentration in figure 8j is interesting since the maximum is distributed

in spots reaching far north. Emissions of sulphur dioxide is rather uniform in Sweden, seen in figure 1.

But still there is a small concentration of SOXS in the north-western region in Sweden and the population

density in this area is small and thus a higher concentration in the north-eastern region. As mentioned for

the NOYN case this pattern is not shown in the wet deposition in subfigure e. Instead the wet deposition

is uniform in the northern region which is due to the balance caused by opposite signs in the gradients of

concentration in precipitation and precipitation between west and east in the northern region.

4.5 Different simulation scenarios

From section 4.2, it was validated that the grid points within the regions were representative for the full

domains and this new investigation of scenarios were made on annual mean dry, wet and total deposition

per square m in each region.

The results can be found in figure 9c where the blue, green and yellow bars are contributions to the

base case simulation caused by Swedish emissions, domain (excluding Sweden) emissions and mete-

orology respectively. Note that the subfigures in figure 9c have different y axis in mg m−2 yr−1 and

therefore the size of the bars between the chemical compounds can not be compared, however the size

of the bars can be compared between dry, wet and total deposition of the same chemical compound. An

analysis of each subfigure representing NOYN , NHXN and SOXS can be found in subsections below.

Although it should be mentioned that in all the cases the trends in anthropogenic emissions within the

domain excluding Sweden were the main contributors.

It should be noted that specific meteorological parameters are not investigated as contributors. There-

fore, following results regarding contribution from interannual meteorological variability are not certain

whether they depend on patterns in precipitation or winds. Andersson, Langner, et al. (2007) argued that
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

(g) (h) (i)

(j) (k)

Figure 7. Deposition of NHXN . First row: Annual a) dry, b) wet and c) total deposition. Second row: The trend
of d) dry e) wet and f) total deposition. Third row: The p-value of the trend of g) dry h) wet and i) total deposition.
Fourth row: j) Concentration of NHXN in precipitation, k) Precipitation
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

(g) (h) (i)

(j) (k)

Figure 8. Deposition of SOXS . First row: Annual a) dry, b) wet and c) total deposition. Second row: The trend
of d) dry e) wet and f) total deposition. Third row: The p-value of the trend of g) dry h) wet and i) total deposition.
Fourth row: j) Concentration of SOXS in precipitation, k) Precipitation
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more studies are needed in order to determine how variability of individual meteorological parameters

contribute to trends in deposition.

4.5.1 Oxidised nitrogen

Contributors to trends in dry, wet and total deposition of oxidised nitrogen are found in the upper, middle

and lower row respectively in figure 9. It is clearly seen that SE and EU emissions are mainly affecting

dry deposition whereas meteorology and EU emissions are more important in the wet deposition trends.

Another remarkable pattern is that the meteorology is a negative contributor to dry deposition for the

northern and south-western Sweden but positive for all the regions for wet deposition. An example is

South-West that has a meteorology contribution of 1.9 · 10−3 mg m−2 yr−1, whereas the base case had a

wet deposition trend of -3.7 · 10−3 mg m−2 yr−1, this is a contribution corresponding to 51% of the base

case. This means that if there were no meteorological variations the trend would be even more declining

than it is for the base case, with a decrease of 51%, therefore MATCH is sensitive for variations of

inputs in meteorology when it comes to wet deposition in South-West. This substantial contribution may

be connected to an increase in precipitation (SMHI 2017a), which will increase the rain and wash-out.

However, this is not argued to be completely true.

It can also be seen that the sum of the contributors always has a smaller absolute value compared

to the base case simulation. As described above this can be due to the fact there has been a change of

mass flow into the domain, which in this case points on a cause of decreased mass inflow or increased

mass outflow. This means that the variations in boundary conditions on the domain can also have an

impact on the resulting trends. But in general, the sum is close to the base case. If no improvements

in reduction of pollutions were made the total deposition trend would be close to zero, regarding the

positive contribution from meteorology and other causes indicated by the difference between the sum

and base case simulation.

South-western Sweden has the largest bars which is reasonable since the simulation of the base case

showed largest declines in this region and this area is also most sensitive to emissions from Europe,

probably caused by large emissions in Germany, Great Britain and Denmark and south-westerly winds.

4.5.2 Reduced nitrogen

Reduced nitrogen has its contributors to the trends represented in figure 9b. Here it is clear that the

trend in Swedish emissions, which is negative, did not matter in the wet deposition trend in the MATCH

simulation. In the northern region, there are no blue bars visible for any of the subfigures and this area

does not emit great proportions compared to the southern part. But the southern part of Sweden and

its decline in ammonia emissions has not affected the northern part, first of all Sweden is located in a
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westerly wind belt hence less transport with southerly winds and secondly the emissions in Europe are

much larger.

The wet deposition has been affected almost equally by EU emissions and meteorology and this can

probably be related to the trend in precipitation as described in the above subsection. It can be seen the

space between the red and blue diamonds are smaller than for NOYN which means that the trends in

deposition are sustained by anthropogenic emissions in Europe and meteorology. Although it should be

kept in mind that the deposition trends in ammonia were from the beginning not significant in region

South-East.

4.5.3 Oxidised sulphur

In this case, the trend in swedish emissions of sulphur has nearly not contributed at all and the me-

teorology plays a small part compared to the contribution caused by change in European emissions of

sulphur. As observed in the previous cases of NOYN and NHXN , the largest contribution from European

emissions are seen for south-western Sweden and this is due to that the western part of Europe begun

their work towards reduced sulphur pollutions earlier compared to the eastern part. As for the above

section the spacing between red and blue diamonds are small and the trend is almost only sustained by

meteorology and European emissions.

It was mentioned earlier that decreased emissions of sulphur have lead to decreased atmospheric

concentration and thus a decreased surface resistance. The difference between the sum and base case,

most clear in the total deposition of SOXS , may be an indication of that the surface resistance has

decreased. But in order to validate this more investigation of other scenarios are needed, like a simulation

where atmospheric concentrations are kept constant.

5 Conclusion

This study was made in order to make a trend analysis of deposition of oxidised and reduced nitrogen

and oxidised sulphur over the multi-decadal period 1990-2013. Simulation results from MATCH and

measurements from 394 observation sites in Sweden revealed declining trends in wet deposition of all

the three compounds in the three regions: South-West, South-East and North. Among the declining

trends all except two are significant, the exceptions are the observed trend of NHXN in South-West and

the simulated trend of NHXN in South-East.

Declines have the largest (smallest) magnitude for oxidised sulphur (reduced nitrogen) and this is in

correspondence with the fact that emissions have the largest (smallest) declines for SOx (NH3) in both

Sweden and Europe. The second trend analysis was done for counties, which are smaller geographical
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 9. Contributors to the trends in deposition simulated by MATCH. The panels containing three figures
represent dry, wet and total deposition of a) NOYN , b) NHXN and c) SOXS in the regions North, South-East and
South-West. The different colours of the bars are the contribution from: blue: SE emissions, green: EU emissions
and yellow: Meteorology as described in table 1. The blue diamonds are the sum of the contributors whereas the
red diamonds are the trend from the base case simulation MFG.
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regions in Sweden compared to the three regions South-West, South-East and North. Results revealed

that MATCH simulates more significant trends within the counties compared to observations, especially

for reduced nitrogen where 19/21 (21/21) of the simulated wet deposition (concentration of precipitation)

were significant, whereas 12/21 (13/21) trends in observed wet deposition (concentration in precipitation)

were significant. It was also seen that the observed interannual variation in mean annual wet deposition of

NHXN is larger than for results of MATCH, which was indicated by the fact that the simulated standard

variation is 30% of the observed (calculated from table 3b) which may explain the disagreement in

description of trends.

In the validation of MATCH it was seen that the model has the largest (smallest) bias for wet de-

position of NHXN (SOXS) and the skill depends on geographical location as the bias was revealed to

be larger (smaller) for south-western (northern) Sweden. Also, the calculated linear trends from table

5 revealed that the MATCH trends were simulated with stronger declines compared to observations. In

mean for the three regions for NOYN , NHXN and SOXS MATCH simulated 53%, 58% and 26% respec-

tively larger decreases compared to observations. This is within a factor of 2 and therefore acceptable.

Furthermore, the correlation between MATCH and observations in wet deposition was acceptable, with

correlation coefficients from 0.7–0.97.

Another pattern that was seen was that the trends for emissions were declining faster for SOXS and

NOYN compared to the wet deposition, which were seen in both observation and MATCH results. This

means that MATCH is sensitive to other processes and not only interannual changes in emissions. The

results from investigation of the different scenarios in table 1) revealed that the trend in meteorology

has decelerated the deposition trends. Which means that the meteorology can be responsible for the

differences between emission and deposition trends. Although it was seen from these results that the

trend in European emissions has been the most substantial contributor. Deposition of NHXN can cause

both eutrophication and acidification and this study revealed two problems. First: the trends in deposition

of NHXN in Sweden are not significant and from the emission ceilings, implemented by Gothenburg

protocol, were exceeded for six European countries 2010 (European Environment Agency 2017) meaning

that improvements are needed in order to decrease the deposition. Second: this version of MATCH

underestimate the wet deposition, especially for the south-western region of Sweden and more studies

are needed in order to pinpoint improvement areas. This version of MATCH should not be used as input

to reanalysis of deposition but it should rather be improved first, if possible.

The answers of the scientific questions that have been the purpose of this work are:

• What are the trends in deposition of sulphur and nitrogen in Sweden for the period 1990-2013?

Trends of oxidised sulphur and nitrogen are significantly declining. There are uncertainties in

the deposition of reduced nitrogen.
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• If there are trends, do they correspond to the trends in emissions from Sweden and Europe?

Yes, they agree for NOYN and SOXS but the emissions from Europe and Sweden have larger

declines compared to the wet deposition trends in South-West, South-East and North.

• How well do the results simulated by MATCH agree with observations of wet deposition?

The correlation is good but in general this version of MATCH underestimate the wet deposi-

tion.

• Which factors have most effect on the trends?

From MATCH results it was revealed that change in non-Swedish emissions had most impact

on deposition of all the compounds.

Finally, it should be noted that international collaboration has been revealed to be an substantial

contributor to declining trends in deposition. It was shown in figure 9c that changes in non-swedish

emissions within the domain was the largest contributor. The two earlier mentioned national goals ”No

Eutrophication” and ”Only Natural Acidification” in Sweden can not be fullfilled focusing on the emis-

sions only from Sweden, transboundary transport of pollutions has a major impact on deposition.
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Appendix A: Annual mean wet deposition of NOYN on county

level

Figure 10. NOYN : Annual mean wet deposition in mg m−2 yr−1 within counties in Sweden with observation
values over 1955-2015 (black solid line) and simulated MATCH results over 1990-2013 (red solid line). The
yellow bars represent the mean number of stations contributing to the data within the county. The left y-axis is
wet deposition in mg m−2 yr−1 and the right y-axis is the number of stations. Abbreviation names of the counties
(table 2) are found above the sub figures with additional information in calculated trends from observations and
MATCH with significance inside the parenthesis (same symbols for p-value as in table 4).
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Appendix B: Mean concentration of NOYN in precipitation

on county level

Figure 11. NOYN : Annual mean concentration in precipitation in mg/l within counties in Sweden with obser-
vation values over 1955-2015 (black solid line) and simulated MATCH results over 1990-2013 (red solid line).
The yellow bars represent the mean number of stations contributing to the data within the county. The left y-axis
is concentration of NOYN in precipitation in mg/l and the right y-axis is the number of stations. Abbreviation
names of the counties (table 2) are found above the sub figures with additional information in calculated trends
from observations and MATCH with significance inside the parenthesis (same symbols for p-value as in table 4).
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Appendix C: Annual mean wet deposition of SOXS on county

level

Figure 12. NHXN : Annual mean wet deposition in mg m−2 yr−1 within counties in Sweden with observation
values over 1955-2015 (black solid line) and simulated MATCH results over 1990-2013 (red solid line). The
yellow bars represent the mean number of stations contributing to the data within the county. The left y-axis is
wet deposition in mg m−2 yr−1 and the right y-axis is the number of stations. Abbreviation names of the counties
(table 2) are found above the sub figures with additional information in calculated trends from observations and
MATCH with significance inside the parenthesis (same symbols for p-value as in table 4).
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Appendix D: Mean concentration of SOXS in precipitation

on county level

Figure 13. NHXN : Annual mean concentration in precipitation in mg/l within counties in Sweden with observa-
tion values over 1955-2015 (black solid line) and simulated MATCH results over 1990-2013 (red solid line). The
yellow bars represent the mean number of stations contributing to the data within the county. The left y-axis is the
mean concentration of NHXN in precipitation in mg/l and the right y-axis is the number of stations. Abbreviation
names of the counties (table 2) are found above the sub figures with additional information in calculated trends
from observations and MATCH with significance inside the parenthesis (same symbols for p-value as in table 4).
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Appendix E: Annual mean wet deposition of NHXN on county

level

Figure 14. SOXS: Annual mean wet deposition in mg m−2 yr−1 within counties in Sweden with observation
values over 1955-2015 (black solid line) and simulated MATCH results over 1990-2013 (red solid line). The
yellow bars represent the mean number of stations contributing to the data within the county. The left y-axis is
wet deposition in mg m−2 yr−1 and the right y-axis is the number of stations. Abbreviation names of the counties
(table 2) are found above the sub figures with additional information in calculated trends from observations and
MATCH with significance inside the parenthesis (same symbols for p-value as in table 4).
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Appendix F: Mean concentration of NHXN in precipitation

on county level

Figure 15. SOXS: Annual mean concentration in precipitation in mg/l within counties in Sweden with observation
values over 1955-2015 (black solid line) and simulated MATCH results over 1990-2013 (red solid line). The yellow
bars represent the mean number of stations contributing to the data within the county. The left y-axis is the mean
concentration of SOXS in precipitation in mg/l and the right y-axis is the number of stations. Abbreviation names
of the counties (table 2) are found above the sub figures with additional information in calculated trends from
observations and MATCH with significance inside the parenthesis (same symbols for p-value as in table 4).
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